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For Immediate Release

The Virtual Conference Room – As Close As Your Keyboard!

Richardson, Texas September 15, 2006 – The Virtual Conference Room – WebMeet B

A recent survey of small and medium-sized business owners and managers says they can’t live without web conferencing.

Forum Communications, a Texas-based manufacturer long in the business of providing affordable voice conferencing technology, now makes web conferencing easily accessible to everyone in your company, with browser-based WebMeet B.

The convergence of voice conferencing and desktop sharing into web conferencing opens a new world of flexibility and immediate options, quickly replacing expensive, outdated video conferencing for distance learning and meetings.

Web collaboration helps your business stay competitive. Managers maintain their productive edge and job security using web conferencing daily to stay connected with road warriors, customers, vendors, regional offices and home offices. WebMeet B from Forum lets you increase security, hosting application sharing on your own browser and eliminate thousands of dollars in monthly subscription fees.

In addition to training and collaborative projects, web conferencing is a valuable marketing tool for technology, software and medical campaigns. Webcasts enable companies to extend their reach and educate more prospective customers. Webinars speed up the business-to-business sales process with interactive presentations and hands-on product confidence.

Other Forum products are available for first responder collaboration, enterprise and SMB conferencing: Consortium VIP, Consortium II, Blast-911 Confer-SE, Confer III and the Confer ALERT Plus.

About Forum Communications

Forum Communications has been at the forefront in Conference Server design with a 17 Year Commitment to design quality and customer satisfaction, with over 100,000 ports in service for Business, Federal, State and Local Governments, and DoD installations around the Globe.

For more information call Forum Communications at (972) 680-0700 or visit our website at www.forum-com.com.